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Archive of Aurelius Pachymios, purple dealer

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections
Find/Acquisition

Panopolis
AD 592-616
Greek / Coptic
Papyrus
10
Private archive
Berlin, Staatliche Museen; Paris, Louvre; Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek
[find/acquisition]

Bibliography K.WESSELY, Neue griechische Papyri aus This und Panopolis, Wiener Studien 7 (1885), pp.
122-139.

Description The archive of Aurelius Pachymios consists of 9 Greek and 2 Coptic papyri in the collections
of the Louvre, Berlin and Wien. SB I 4505 and SB I 5285-5286 were once in the possession of
Bartholomäus Freiherr von Terta. The 3 papyri are now property of the Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek1.

The papyri were found long before the great papyrus finds; they were published in the 19th
century. According to Krall p.66, the papyri were folded lengthwise, then rolled up and tied
in the middle by a string of papyrus bark2.

The archive (AD 592-616) consists of various types of contract; in several of them the same
witnesses recur.

The earliest document is a contract of sale of a house in This in AD 592 by Psatès to his son
Pachymios (P.Par. 21bis). P.Par. 20 (AD 600) is a division of immovable property between
Pachymios, his brother Johannes and his sister Tarsene after their parents’ death. Each
received a third of the inheritance. By the labour contract SB I 4503 (AD 605), the purple
dealer Aurelius Dioskoros of This committed himself to work for his colleague Pachymios
for two years. Since Dioskoros’ mother appears as contractant, Dioskoros is presumably
underaged. Three years later, Pachymios expressed his willingness to give his daughter in
marriage to Dioskoros by a Coptic engagement contract (CPR IV 23). This contract is written
by the bilingual notary Paulus, writing SB I 4503-5 in Greek also3. Though addressed to
Dioskoros, this contract remained in Pachymios’ archive; the deal may have been cancelled.
SB  I 4504 and 4505 are two very similar sales contracts of wine from Kallinikos to
Pachymios, who had paid in advance (respectively AD 613 and 606). In 616, Pachymios
bought a second house (P.Par. 21) adjacent to the house he acquired from his father in 592
(cf. P.Par. 21bis).

Finally, three papyri concern a house in Panopolis, collective property of Arsenius and his
sisters Maria and Johanna. At first sight, these documents have no link with Pachymios’
archive. However, in AD 599, the goldsmith Arsenius sold his one third of the house in
Panopolis to his sister Maria4 and to Pachymios (P.Par. 21 ter + P.Par. pp. 257-2595). The
other two thirds remained undivided property of Maria and Johanna6. A few years later, in
October 30 of 608, Maria granted a loan to her sister Johanna (SB I 5285). As security,
Johanna gave her third of the same house in Panopolis (SB I 5285, 25-26). In fact the loan is a
hidden sale, by which Maria became owner of two thirds of the house. One day later, Maria
leased out the whole house to Aurelius Theodoros, adding the one third she possessed jointly
with Pachymios since AD 599, to the other two thirds (SB I 5286). Since Maria and
Pachymios were joint owners of  a part of the same house and Maria leased out the whole
house, Pachymios and Maria were married. This explains why SB I 5285 and 5286, though
not directly relating to Pachymios, belong to the archive.

                                                  
1 Cf. ZPE 46 (1984), p. 101.
2 J.KRALL, Neue koptische und griechische papyrus, in Rec.Trav. 6 (1885), p. 66.
3 Cf. L.S.B. MAC COULL, CdE 70 (1995), p.349-350.
4 P.Par. 21ter, 8: ujmi'n Aujrhlivoi" Pacumivw/ Yavtou poªrfuropwvlh/ kai;º Mariva/ ajdelfh'// (BL I).
5 The editor of P.Par. believed that P.Jomard (= P.Par. pp. 257-259) was a second contract of sale by Arsenius
of another third part of the house. The two fragments, P.Par. 21ter and P.Par. pp. 257-259, however could
belong to the same papyrus, the former being broken off at the bottom and the latter missing the top. In P.Par. p.
258, the plural pronomen uJmi'n shows there were at least three contracting partners. Indeed there is Arsenius on
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Panopolis to his sister Maria4 and to Pachymios (P.Par. 21 ter + P.Par. pp. 257-2595). The
other two thirds remained undivided property of Maria and Johanna6. A few years later, in
October 30 of 608, Maria granted a loan to her sister Johanna (SB I 5285). As security,
Johanna gave her third of the same house in Panopolis (SB I 5285, 25-26). In fact the loan is a
hidden sale, by which Maria became owner of two thirds of the house. One day later, Maria
leased out the whole house to Aurelius Theodoros, adding the one third she possessed jointly
with Pachymios since AD 599, to the other two thirds (SB I 5286). Since Maria and
Pachymios were joint owners of  a part of the same house and Maria leased out the whole
house, Pachymios and Maria were married. This explains why SB I 5285 and 5286, though
not directly relating to Pachymios, belong to the archive.

The archive of Pachymios is mainly a “title deed archive”, including documents proving the
family's ownership of houses in Panopolis and This. P.Par. 21ter & SB  I 5285-5286
constitute a small “house archive”. Documents concerning Pachymios’ business as purple
dealer (SB I 4503-4505) play a minor role. The Coptic engagement contract (CPR IV 23) has
been included among his business papers, since Pachymios’ daughter was meant to marry a
purple dealer.

Aurelius Pachymios, Coptic Pachom (cf. CPR IV 23,6), was the son of Psatès and Maria and
brother of Johannes and Tarsenè. Pachymios and Johannes were purple dealers. The family
originates from Panopolis, which was a center of textile weaving, from Roman to modern
times (Strabo XVII.1.41). They moved south to This on the other side of the Nile, where they
also owned some houses. Pachymios was no doubt married to Maria, the sister of the
goldsmith Arsenius. The goldsmith’s trade was another typical Panopolitan business. Later,
Pachymios’ daughter was engaged to another purple dealer, Dioskoros, son of Arsenius. If
Arsenius is identical with Pachymios’ brother-in-law, the goldsmith, Pachymios gave his
daughter in marriage to his nephew.

Appendices  Fig.1: Stemma of Pachymios’ family

                            Aurelius Psatès  x  Maria                                              Kallinikos   x   Eugeneia

Johannes                 Tarsene                     Aurelius Pachymios    x     Maria               Johanna                Arsenius

                                                                                                daughter                      x                            Dioskoros

                                                                                                                                                                       

one hand, and Pachymios and Maria on the other.
6 P.Par. 21ter, l. 21-22: kata; to; uJpoloipo;n ªdivmoiron mevro"º corrected by P. VAN MINNEN (BASP 35 (1998), p.
128), does not make sense in combination with the supplement in line 21: ªprov" te ejme; kai;º Marivan kai;
ÔIwavnnan … Perhaps something like ªprov" aujth;n th;nº should be supplied in stead of ªprov" te ejme; kaivº
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Fig. 2: Papyri in the archive according to type
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